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Dirichlet Distribution

The Dirichlet distribution (Dir) is defined over probability vectors

𝒙 = 〈𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛〉 with positive parameter vector 𝛂 = 〈α1,… , α𝑛〉 :

When the elements in 𝛂 are less than one, Dir is a sparsity prior

that prefers sparse probability vectors, with smaller 𝛂 values

inducing stronger sparsity.

However, α𝑖 is required to be positive in Dir because otherwise

the normalization factor becomes divergent. Consequently, the

strength of the sparsity preference is upper bounded. This

becomes problematic when a strong prior is needed.

Exp 1: Learning Mixtures of Gaussians

Exp 2: Unsupervised Dependency Parsing

We tried to learn a dependency model with valence (DMV) from the Wall Street Journal corpus.

The number of dependency rules in DMV is small relative to the training corpus size.

We tested six approaches. With a mDir prior, we tried EM, hard EM, and softmax-EM (denoted by

EM-mDir, HEM-mDir, SEM-mDir). With a Dir prior, we tried variational inference, hard variational

inference, and softmax variational inference (denoted by VB-Dir, HVB-Dir, SVB-Dir).

Modified Dirichlet Distribution

Modified Dirichlet distribution (mDir) allows the parameters in 𝛂
to become negative. To handle the divergent normalization

factor, we require that each 𝑥𝑖 must be lower bounded by a

small positive constant ϵ.

where we require 0 < 𝜖 ≤
1

𝑛
and do not require α𝑖 to be positive.

Test set log likelihood vs. value of α (20 training samples)

Properties of mDir:

• The normalization factor 𝑍(𝛂,ϵ) is guaranteed to be finite.

• mDir is still conjugate to the multinomial distribution.

• mDir achieves very strong sparsity preference when 𝛂 is highly negative.

• ϵ can be seen as a smoothing factor that prevents any element in 𝒙 from becoming too

small.

Two algorithms for finding the mode of mDir:

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is 𝑂(𝑛2) in the worst case, but it decreases to 𝑂(𝑛)
when 𝜖 is small.

Algorithm 2 has time complexity Θ 𝑛 log 𝑛 and can be more efficient than Algorithm 1

when both 𝑛 and 𝜖 are large.

• EM: maximum likelihood estimation using expectation-maximization, which has no sparsity

preference;

• VB-Dir: mean-field variational Bayesian inference with a Dir prior over the mixing

probabilities, which is the most frequently used inference approach for Dir with α < 1;

• EM-mDir: maximum a posteriori estimation using expectation-maximization with a mDir

prior over the mixing probabilities.

Effective number of components vs. value of α (20 training samples)

Test set log likelihood vs. value of α (200 training samples)

Effective number of components vs. value of α (200 training samples)

The ground-truth model and four typical models learned by VB-Dir and EM-mDir from 20 and 200 training samples.

Parsing accuracy vs. value of α

Sparsity of the learned grammars vs. value of α

Parsing accuracy vs. value of 𝜖
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